Digital quantum computing paradigm offers highly-desirable features such as universality, scalability, and quantum error correction. However, physical resource requirements to implement useful error-corrected quantum algorithms are prohibitive in the current era of NISQ devices. As an alternative path to performing universal quantum computation, within the NISQ era limitations, we propose to merge digital single-qubit operations with analog multi-qubit entangling blocks in an approach we call digital-analog quantum computing (DAQC). Along these lines, although the techniques may be extended to any resource, we propose to use unitaries generated by the ubiquitous Ising Hamiltonian for the analog entangling block and we prove its universal character. We construct explicit DAQC protocols for efficient simulations of arbitrary inhomogeneous Ising, two-body, and M -body spin Hamiltonian dynamics by means of single-qubit gates and a fixed homogeneous Ising Hamiltonian. Additionally, we compare a sequential approach where the interactions are switched on and off (stepwise DAQC) with an always-on multi-qubit interaction interspersed by fast single-qubit pulses (banged DAQC). Finally, we perform numerical tests comparing purely digital schemes with DAQC protocols, showing a remarkably better performance of the latter. The proposed DAQC approach combines the robustness of analog quantum computing with the flexibility of digital methods, establishing an avenue for achieving quantum advantage with near-term quantum hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information science has flourished in recent years as a new paradigm promising to outperform certain classical tasks such as computation, simulations, and communications among others. More specifically, quantum computers (QC) [1] [2] [3] are believed to be faster than their classical counterparts in factoring prime numbers [4] , or searching databases [5] . From a theoretical computer science point of view, a universal quantum computer can run any algorithm processable by a quantum Turing machine [6] , in other words, it can implement an arbitrary unitary evolution. In physical terms, an ideal universal quantum computer can implement an arbitrary Hamiltonian acting on an infinite Hilbert space. However, a realistic quantum computer comprises a finite number of resources, and hence can only perform unitary operations within certain constraints.
The complexity of classical simulations of many-body quantum systems typically grows exponentially with the dimension of the system. This was first recognized by Richard Feynman in a seminal paper from 1982 [3] , in which he proposed as an efficient solution the simulation of these problems employing another fully-controllable quantum system with a similar encoded dynamics [7] . This was the origin of what is now called analog quantum computing (AQC). Later, with the emergence of the first quantum algorithms offering speedups over their classical counterparts [4, 5] , quantum computing became the most promising application of quantum mechanics and information. The discovery of universal sets of quantum gates and quantum error correction [8] [9] [10] provided a clear roadmap towards a scalable QC mimicking the history * mikel.sanz@ehu.es of classical computers. This approach is called digital quantum computation (DQC) [11, 12] , based on an algorithmic sequence of one-qubit and two-qubit gates [6] . However, a practical universal digital quantum computer is considered to be so resource-consuming that the implementation of useful applications may be shifted decades into the future. In this context, the ability of quantum systems to solve problems beyond the reach of any current classical computer is known as quantum supremacy [13, 14] . This has been proposed for various artisanal problems, such as boson sampling [15, 16] and quantum speckle [17, 18] , but still not achieved.
The simplest approach to perform quantum simulations is the use of a controllable quantum system whose effective dynamics is similar to the one of the desired model. Such singlepurpose devices are called analog quantum simulators (AQS). In this sense, there are many proposals ranging from the quantum Rabi model [19] [20] [21] [22] and Casimir physics [23] [24] [25] , to Jaynes-Cummings and Rabi lattices [26] [27] [28] [29] . In 1996 [30] , Lloyd proved with the help of the Suzuki-Trotter decomposition [31] that digital quantum simulators (DQS), whose evolutions are decomposed in a universal set of quantum gates acting on a register of qubits, can simulate efficiently any quantum system. Innovative experiments were performed in those lines in superconducting circuits [32] [33] [34] [35] and ion traps [36, 37] . An alternative paradigm to do quantum simulations, called digital-analog quantum simulations (DAQS), makes use of both digital and analog blocks in order to exploit their intrinsic versatility and complexity [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Here, we propose the concept of digital-analog quantum computation (DAQC) as a method to reduce the number of gates needed to perform quantum algorithms, in the current spirit of near-term intermediate-scale quantum computation (NISQ). The DAQC paradigm requires the implementation of entangling multipartite evolutions and fast single-qubit gates. Earlier efforts have already proven the universality of such schemes [46] [47] [48] [49] , extending the ideas triggered by Lloyd [30] . In our DAQC approach, we propose a sequence of entangling time slices, called analog blocks, and fast singlequbit rotations (SQR), called digital steps. Moreover, we develop constructive protocols for simulating arbitrary inhomogeneous two-body and M -body spin Hamiltonians. An important source of errors when performing quantum algorithms appears by turning on and off interacting Hamiltonians. In order to mitigate these errors, we introduce the concept of banged digital-analog quantum computing (bDAQC) to improve the stepwise DAQC (sDAQC). In this manner, the proposed algorithms do not require to halt and activate the analog blocks, while the only required pulses are single-qubit gates. Furthermore, we perform numerical studies of ideal and realistic multi-qubit models supporting our theoretical results.
II. ANALOG, DIGITAL, AND DIGITAL-ANALOG QUANTUM COMPUTING
The concepts of digital and analog quantum computing are broadly used in an informal manner but, to the best of our knowledge, they lack of a broadly-accepted formal definition, allowing for a classification of algorithms. As the main aim of this manuscript is to describe the DAQC paradigm, proper definitions are of crucial importance. Let us start by introducing the concepts of digital and analog blocks.
Definition (Digital and analog blocks). A k-parametric continuous family of unitary operators U n ( φ) comprises a digital block for certain values of the parameters if it is equivalent to a fixed unitary transformation U n (quantum gate) up to a set of local rotations
Similarly, we call analog block a k-parametric family U n ( φ) with a semigroup structure
In the case k = 0, we obviously have a digital block.
Let us remark that, differently to the analog block, the entanglement generated by the digital block is the same for all values of the parameters. As a consequence, we call a quantum protocol a digital quantum algorithm, when it makes use only of digital blocks (usually with a small number of quantum gates), whereas an analog quantum algorithm comprises a single analog block for different values of the parameters. Naturally, a digital-analog protocol contains analog blocks together with arbitrary single qubit rotations
III. DIGITAL-ANALOG QUANTUM COMPUTATION
As it was elegantly proven in Ref. [46] , almost any twobody Hamiltonian is universal. In this Article, we will focus on two paradigmatic models, ubiquitous in quantum platforms, to exemplify the DAQC paradigm, but it could be straightforwardly extended to other specific situations. We will employ as analog blocks either a homogeneous nearestneighbor or a homogeneous all-to-all two-body Ising Hamiltonian. Using one of these evolutions, together with singlequbit rotations, we constructively prove their universality, i.e. any unitary can be arbitrarily close simulated employing these resources. We show the protocols, sometimes optimal, to generate increasingly complex families of Hamiltonians with relevance in several fields. The roadmap towards this complexity comprises the protocols to generate: (i) arbitrary inhomogeneous two-body Ising Hamiltonians, (ii) an inhomogeneous two-body Hamiltonian, for which the non-commutation of the terms requires to superimpose Trotterization to the algorithm, and (iii) an arbitrary M -body Hamiltonian, with polynomial number of resources in the number of spins for fixed M . Finally, we perform several numerical simulations to check the advantages in fidelity and time of DAQC with respect to DQC.
Our DAQC algorithms consider three basic ingredients that were also required in Ref. [46] . Firstly, we need to exactly evolve for a time t with a Hamiltonian H, such that combined with local rotations we have an evolution with H = RHR † . We will later consider the effect of limited precision in the physical implementation of engineered times. Secondly, we must do a Trotter decomposition e −itH = (e −iH1t/n T e −iH2t/n T ) n T + O(t 2 /n T ) in order to simulate Hamiltonians H = H 1 + H 2 with non-commuting terms, i.e. [H 1 , H 2 ] = 0. The error introduced through this approximation is of second order in the time error ∆t. We consider further improved decompositions like the symmetrized Trotter decomposition, which reduces the error to O(∆t) 3 . Finally, given that we can evolve with Hamiltonian H we can control the time parameter to evolve with λH, where λ > 0 is a continuous positive parameter.
A. Ising Hamiltonian
Let us start illustrating the problem with the implementation of the inhomogeneous all-to-all (ATA) two-body Ising model described with Hamiltonian
We use as the elementary analog block the unitary evolution U zz (t) = e iHzzt of the homogeneous ATA two-body Ising model
with independent time parameter t and a fixed coupling strength g. We set = 1 in the whole article. The only digital blocks employed are single qubit rotations around the x-axis with the continuous range of phases θ ∈ [0, 2π]. The protocol can be straightforwardly modified to use as an analog block a general fixed inhomogeneous evolution with Hamiltonian
Such Hamiltonians naturally appear in various quantum platforms, e.g. the coupling parameters scale typically asḡ jk ∝ 1/|j−k| α , with 0 < α < 3 in ion-trap setups [50] . In effective Hamiltonian models, in which qubits are coupled through linear multi-mode systems [51, 52] , more complex coupling distributions naturally emerge and could 
as depicted in Fig. 1 . Engineering the Hamiltonian reduces the problem of finding the time durations t nm of the analog block evolutions to a matrix-inversion problem. By vectorizing the pairs of indices (n, m) → α = N (n − 1) − n(n + 1)/2 + m and (j, k) → β = N (j − 1) − j(j + 1)/2 + k and write the signs matrix
where the inverted relations are j = 1 +
The matrix M αβ has three degenerate eigenvalues, namely, λ 1 = N (N − 1)/2 + 8, λ 2 = 2(4 − N ) and λ 3 = 4 with degeneracies 1, N − 1, and N (N − 1)/2 − N , respectively. Consequently, it is a non-singular matrix ∀N ∈ Z − {4}. The corner case N = 4 requires the use of a slightly modified set of SQR (only one x-rotation per site is sufficient). The total unitary evolution is
where
and
−t3 t3 is shown in Table I for a three-qubit case. Solving the linear problem, we find the times
) required for each analog block to evolve interleaved by the pairs of single qubit rotations, as shown in Fig. 1 . As the matrix M αβ is invertible, Rouché-Frobenius theorem ensures that the solution is unique. It is noteworthy to notice that some of the times t α might be negative. This means that those analog evolutions should be done with inverted coupling signs. However, there is actually a simple method to address this problem consisting in evolving with timest α = t α + |t min | (see Appendix A for further details).
To sum up, in this section, we have designed an optimal DAQC protocol to construct an arbitrary inhomogeneous ATA two-body Ising Hamiltonian using as a resource an homogeneous ATA two-body Ising Hamiltonian and x-rotations. This protocol, which is quadratic in the total number of qubits, is optimal for a generic Hamiltonian, since it makes use of the same number of resources as degrees of freedom the Hamiltonian has. For the case of NN Hamiltonian, the protocol is even simpler, and requires only N −1 SQR, one per site. These two protocols show, as a by-product, that the Ising model is universal, since it can be used to construct a ZZ gate between two arbitrary qubits.
B. XZ model
As the Ising model is a universal Hamiltonian within the DAQC paradigm, we can simulate any other Hamiltonian evolution. In order to do it in a systematic manner, we will make use of a Trotter decomposition on top of the previous algorithm [30] . We illustrate this idea by explicitly constructing an inhomogeneous general two-body XZ Hamiltonian.
The unitary that we want to simulate is U XZ = e it F H XZ ,
n T , with n T the number of Trotter steps,
with s running from {1, . . . , 4}, which are the number of combinations of the two types of couplings (for instance, for the XYZ Hamiltonian, it would run from 1 to 9). The implicit definition of parameters is α
We decompose the pairs of operators with their coefficients in homogeneous σ
for all pairs of qubits. This rotation is produced by the Hamiltonian H θ
The total Hamiltonian is reconstructed as
This equality is only valid in the Hamiltonian and not in the total unitary evolution. In each Trotter time step t T = (t F /n T ) we must evolve according to H (s)
The problem is reduced to find a set of phases θ To sum up, in this section, we have proposed a protocol to construct an arbitrary two-body Hamiltonian by exploiting the freedom in the phases of the SQR and the Trotterization technique. This protocol requires 4N (N − 1) (4(N − 1)) analog blocks per Trotter step for the ATA (NN) XZ model in total, which is optimal for a generic two-body Hamiltonian in terms of the free coefficients to fix. Similarly, it can be proven that a trivial extension to the general two-body XY Z model requires more angles per rotation summing up to 9N (N − 1) (9(N − 1)) blocks per Trotter step for the ATA (NN) model.
C. M-body Hamiltonian
With similar techniques, we can systematically construct the evolution of a completely general Hamiltonian with up to M -body interactions. For the sake of clarity, we sketch here the sequence of steps to simulate an arbitrary 4-body NN Hamiltonian, explaining how to generalize it to M -body Hamiltonians in the end of the work. We have chosen M = 4 to illustrate the protocol, since it is a case of especial interest in quantum chemistry and nuclear physics,
where the indices run over {χ, η, γ, ρ} ∈ {x, y, z} and j ∈ {1, ..., N }. In the first stage, an inhomogeneous ZZ-Ising Hamiltonian is sandwitched between rotated XX-Ising evolutions and their conjugate transposes,
with 
with (r
The aforementioned construction works for one Trotter step, so it must be repeated n T times to approximate the evolution as U 4b = e −iH 4b t ≈ (e −iH 4b t/n T ) n T . The total number of analog blocks, engineered time slices, for the most general simulation with up to M -body interactions and N number of qubits is a(M )N + b(M ) with,
In other words, it grows linearly with the number of qubits and exponentially with the number of body interactions. For the four-body system here described, the total number is 117N − 306. A more detailed explanation of the algorithm for simulating NN Hamiltonians with general M -body interactions can be found in Appendix D.
( (
2 ) (l) , see Eqs. (9) and (10) and Appendix D for an example with M = 4.
IV. STEPWISE AND BANGED DAQC
An important source of errors in realistic quantum algorithms comes from turning on and off multi-qubit quantum gates. In the interest of reducing its effect, we introduce the concept of banged digital-analog quantum computing (bDAQC) as a different way to perform quantum algorithms, in opposition to the stepwise digital-analog quantum computing (sDAQC) previously introduced.
The term bang-bang has been routinely used in classical control theory [56, 57] and was first introduced in the field of quantum physics as a tool for dynamically decoupling [58, 59] a controlled quantum system from its environment. Here, however, we use the term banged to express the fact that the analog evolution is not switched off while the fast SQR pulses are being turned on. Naturally, the bDAQC introduces an additional digital error in contrast with the sDAQC that can be, in the best case, of third order in time. We argue that this error competes with the experimental error produced by the switching of multi-qubit gates and depending on the cases might prove less harmful to the algorithm. 
A. Stepwise DAQC
In a typical sDAQC scenario, a total unitary evolution is built interleaving an evolution of a fixed entangling Hamiltonian H I with sets of SQR as
with U Rn a general digital rotation operator acting on any subset of the Hilbert space (e.g. in two qubits), see Fig. 4(a) . The sudden approximation states that we can implement such evolution U (t) ≈ e −it F H(t) with a time dependent Hamiltonian
where H Rn gives rise to the digital unitary evolution U Rn = e −iH Rn ∆t . We have defined T n = n r=0 t r , assuming t 0 = 0, and the rectangular window function
with θ(t) = 1 for t ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise.
B. Banged DAQC
The aforementioned stepwise protocol assumes that we can turn on and off the Hamiltonians H I and H Rn infinitely fast; something obviously unphysical. The bDAQC protocol consists on implementing the same evolution without turning off the background Hamiltonian H I and performing short (and intense) pulses to implement the single qubit rotations.
Exploiting the symmetrized exponential decomposition for all the SQR blocks, the ideal evolution of the system in Eq. (14) can be performed without turning off the entangling Hamiltonian
where again T n = n r=0 t r , see Fig. 4(b) .
C. Error estimation
The additional error per step that we are introducing can be estimated with the aid of a Schatten norm as the difference between evolving the system with the sDAQC protocol with respect to the bDAQC
where we have made use of Zassenhaus formula. The first and last blocks at the boundaries introduce second order errors e 0,N = O((∆t) 2 ), as the evolutions cannot be symmetrized. The total digital error of the banged protocol is the sum E = n e n = Ae n , with
given that the total number of analog blocks increases polinomially (linearly or quadratically) with the total number of qubits N for NN or ATA coupling configurations respectively.
V. EXAMPLE: XZ MODEL
Let us exemplify this new paradigm of protocols with a numerical simulation of the non-commuting ATA XZ model previously described in Subsec. III B. We first compare the exact performance of a purely digital protocol (DQC) with both the sDAQC and bDAQC. We decompose at each Trotter step, i.e. (19) where ϕ µν jk = t T g µν jk into fixed π/4 two-qubit gates. Such evolution might be implemented directly for qubits with strong coupling, typically neighbours. However, such evolution could be decomposed into NN protocols, e.g. with swap gates; protocols that typically improve the performance. Another option for complex systems is the use genetic algorithms to optimize this decomposition [60] . where ∀µ, ν ∈ {x, z} and ∀ j < k and j, k ∈ {1 − 5}, see Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , it is plotted the fidelity as a function of Trotter steps between exact and computed states F = | Ψ e |Ψ c | 2 of the exact evolution of a 5-qubit XZ model for a final time t F = 1/J = 2; where the initial state has an excitation in the 3 qubit, |Ψ(0) = |↓↓↑↓↓ . It is clear that fidelities above 90% can be achieved even for the bDAQC protocol taking into consideration different finite times ∆t for performing the SQR blocks where the H I =H ZZ is still on, and using two different base entangling Hamiltonians. 
A. Computational times
The times t (s)
−1 g β of the analog blocks required to perform the four ZZ-DAQC protocols (both stepwise or banged) might be negative. Here,ḡ (s) ββ is defined as the diagonal matrix with elementsḡ (s) jk in the same β(j, k) ordering. In such case, there is a simple way around the problem of evolving with negative times (or inverted coupling signs) by realizing that the constant vector is an eigenvector of the M αβ matrix, see demonstration in Appendix A.
Times in a Trotter step to perform the DQC and DAQC protocols in terms of the simulated two-body interaction term index β and the analog block index α respectively for the simulation in Fig. 6(a) . (a) (Black) ATA DQC protocol improves considerably time resources when it is decomposed into NN SWAP gates (green). (b) However, both of them still perform worse than the DAQC protocol; implemented through 4 ZZ-blocks of times t In Fig. 7(a) , we show the times of the two qubit gates in the DQC protocol in a Trotter step by directly using the ATAH ZZ Hamiltonian or the most efficient protocol that decomposes each σ . In opposition, Fig. 7(b) shows the times of the analog blocks in a DAQC protocol, clearly smaller. Both Figs. 7(a) and (b) use the same parameters of the simulation in Fig.  6(a) . The total sum of times in a Trotter step of the analog blocks (DAQC) or π/4 two-qubit gates (optimised DQC) for same simulation parameters varying the number of qubits is sketched in Fig. 8 . It becomes clear that the the loss of coherence and population is going to affect faster the evolutions decomposed in purely digital gates.
B. Experimental error simulation
We have performed a stochastic simulation of presumably leading order dephasing errors to compare the DQC and DAQC protocols, using the same parameters of Fig. 6(a) . Re- sults are depicted in Fig. 9 . In the DQC protocol, we have included two kinds of errors in all two-qubit blocks, (i) a Gaussian phase noise with deviation ξ D = N (0, σ D ) added to the π/4 phases and (ii) single qubit operators simulating a uniform magnetic field noise ∆B γ = U(−r U ∆t/2, r U ∆t/2). Here, N (x, y) refers to a Gaussian noise distribution with mean x and deviation y and U(a, b) refers to a uniform noise distribution with range boundaries (a, b). The deviation ratio r D = 0.009, compatible with a two qubit gate fidelity greater than 99%. On the other hand, r U = 0.002, a much slower random axis phase noise. In Fig. 9 we have chosen a ∆t = 1/500J, corresponding with orange line of Fig. 6 of the bDAQC. For example, an ideal gate transforms into
The bDAQC errors include: (i) Gaussian coherent noise in analog block times t Finally, the sDAQC analog blocks are transformed analogously to those in the bDAQC but the two qubit Gaussian and coherent phase noise has a stronger value capturing the switching on-off errors expected in an experiment, i.e. t as it would require increasingly linear number of two-qubit gates.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how to construct digital-analog quantum algorithms based on a combination of single qubit rotations and multi-qubit entangling dynamics. With this DAQC approach, we have explicitly provided protocols to construct generic Ising, two-body, and M -body Hamiltonians. Furthermore, we have analysed a banged approach, bDAQC, as an alternative possibility to the stepwise protocol, sDAQC. In this way, to improve the fidelity of the global quantum dynamics, one can reduce the effect of switching on/off the entangling evolution. Numerical simulations performed in a XZ model with 5 qubits suggest the advantage of DAQC over DQC protocols in terms of fidelity and computational time, both in ideal and realistic scenarios. This alternative paradigm paves the way for the implementation of useful quantum algorithms beyond the current state-of-the-art in the NISQ era. αβ g β (t F /g) of the analog blocks to implement the Ising model can be negative. In a sDAQC protocol, one solution would be to do such analog evolutions with inverted coupling signs. However, in the bDAQC paradigm, we must keep untouched the base entangling HamiltonianH ZZ . There is a simple way to mimic such behaviour by using a tantamount set of times that produces the same evolution.
Given that the vector of times t α = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t min , ...} with t min < 0 and t min < t α ∀α, there is an equivalent evolution with N (N − 1)/2 − 1 blocks of timest α = t α + |t min |e 1 and an extra analog block with time |t min |λ 1 , where λ 1 is the eigenvalue of a matrix M αβ with corresponding eigenvector e 1 = (1, 1, 1...).
Let us first focus on the properties of the matrix M αβ defined in Eq. (3), created from the signs of applying sequentially gates σ n x σ m x before and after the analog block evolutions. This matrix has an eigenvector e 1 = (1, 1, 1 ...) which corresponds to the eigenvalue λ 1 = N (N − 1)/2 + 8 which is negative for N = {3, 5, 6} and positive thereafter N ∈ Z ≥ 7. Notice that we omit the case for N = 4 as the matrix is noninvertible and different set of gates must be performed.
For N < 7 we observe the following identity
which corresponds to an evolution with N (N − 1)/2 − 1 blocks of timest α . One block has zero time (t min + |t min | = 0), and there is an extra analog block of time |λ 1 t min | not sandwiched by any SQR. The evolution decomposes into
where the dependence of j, k on β has not been explicitly written and is the same as in Eq. (4) . For N ≥ 7 we must use the inverted protocolM αβ = −M αβ which appears when we perform the opposite rotations, e.g. instead of applying the SQR σ The matrixM αβ has the same eigenvalues with opposite sign, and we can apply the same procedure summing the most negative time |t min | to the times t α computed and make use of the eigenvalueλ 1 = −λ 1 .
. . .
with the matrix
where we have defined the parameters S . This matrix is invertible for a dense set of phase values. That is, the sets of phases that make it singular has measure zero. From a practical perspective, we do not want eigenvalues close to zero, because after inversion we would have long simulating times. One useful and well-behaved array of phases is θ 
where {χ, η, γ, ρ} = {x, y, z} and j = {1, ..., N }, starting with NN fixed coupling ZZ Ising models. To create terms with support in all interactions by a generalized Mølmer-Sørensen type of gate, we need to interleave inhomogeneous Ising Hamiltonians with two different and rotated XX-Ising evolutions as
where O 
On the other hand, H 2 contains (again) terms in all supports for two-body and three-body interactions and the complemen-
